MoldManager

Your tool-making tool
Years of working closely with customers in tool, mold, model and jig making have
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resulted in a product that is specially tailored to meet the needs of this industry.

users and understanding their work,

Our software combines user-friendliness and access to information with rationality

combined with our ability and determi-

and speed when it comes to managing your orders and projects. It gives you an

nation to develop the best, most com-

accurate summary of how much has been processed, alerts you when costs are

prehensive product of its kind for this

likely to overrun and takes the load off cost estimators, production managers and
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administrative staff in all transactions. IKOffice MoldManager is easy to use and

such a winning solution!”

quick to master. The software offers solutions for estimation, quality assurance,
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administration, time tracking, quoting, invoicing, ordering, storage and delivery,
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production planning, capacity planning, data management and much more
besides. And while the investment costs are low, the system boasts a high level
of performance.
IKOffice provides an all-round service for a truly customized system, saving you
from laborious IT jobs and ensuring your workstations remain resilient, secure
and bang up to date. What’s more, IKOffice staff will be happy to assist you if you
have any comments or queries.

Ask about our online access which will give you the chance to explore our
comprehensive IKOffice MoldManager solution, without any obligation.

MoldManager
Get the job with well-presented quotations,
prepared quickly and effectively
Quotation templates are a quick and effective way of responding to incoming
enquiries. Templates are fully itemized, so individual items won’t be forgotten. At
the click of a button, you can call up final costings of similar quotations to help
you set your price. Your quotation can be enhanced with product pictures and
your corporate branding and you can follow up on it at any time thanks to the
reminder feature. MoldManager gives you a decisive edge over your competitors
and brings you a step closer to landing the contract.

Practical planning and administration for
a successful project
MoldManager allows you to plan your work in a way that is designed for tool-,
mold-, model- and jig-making jobs – so there’s no wasted effort. Since the system
takes account of shifting circumstances in real time, you don’t have to go back
to square one whenever you need to make a change. All those involved get an
overview of the process in an easy-to-understand and intuitive system. You’ll
notice bottlenecks and discover free capacity – the big picture in an instant! The
result is a schedule for the day, week, group or individual – as fast and with as
much detail as you want.

Controls and information for lasting
commercial success
“Is the enquiry already taken care of? Has the quotation gone out? Were we too
expensive last time? What’s our backlog? Has the order come through yet? Have
we got the bill? Have we invoiced everything?” User-friendly MoldManager holds
the answers to all these questions. And as it’s been devised specifically for your
industry, you won’t have to undergo time-consuming training. Instead you’ll feel
at home in no time! MoldManager features integrated document management,
making it easy for you to assign information to your project. Pulled in from all
company departments, the information can be clearly presented and at your
fingertips in moments.

Nordstraße 10
26135 Oldenburg
Germany
System requirements | Intel® Pentium® 4 processor, Microsoft® Windows® 2000, Microsoft® Windows® XP
with Service Pack 2 or Windows Vista® Home Premium, Business, Ultimate or Enterprise (certified for 32-bit
and 64-bit versions), 1 GB RAM, 1 GB free hard disk space, 1024 x 768 pixel monitor resolution, CD-ROM drive
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